INTRODUCTION Suppose we have a connected network G(N,
In this paper we would like to first consider the special form of (1) when M • 0. We will state the associated optimal solution and prove It constructively using the decomposition principle for linear programs (Dantzig (1963)). We will then present an algorithm for bolving the general form of (1) which makes use of the topological dual of the network.
OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS WHEN M -0
The form of (1c) reduces to when M -0 and. In fact, la equality for all arcs since the budget will be used up In obtaining the maximal possible flow. We can 'herefore, drop (1c) from further consideration If we rewrite (id) as
The optimal solution to (la.b) and (2) Is given by the following theorem.
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The objective of the subprogr?m is then to maximize The maximum value of (9) for a flow of one unit would be obtained by selecting that cycle which had the cheapest "cost" from source to sink and which returns to the source via arc (P,l).
Suppose we denote this cycle by C ? . The associated solution will be X (2) if (6) 
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APPENDIX B
AD n Shorteat Loopless Route Algorithm -We are interested In loopless route« (contain no cycles) through the dual because «re want those routes corresponding to primal cut sets which disconnect the primal into two subgraphs, one containing the source '.nd the other the sink. We know that any route containing a cycle would not correspond to such a cut set (Ford and Fulkerson (1956) ). We are also interested in having an algorithm which allows us to get the next shortest route at any time. Pollack (1969) developed the following algorithm which has both of these feature?. A cut set of a connected graph is defined to be a disconnecting set of arcs which contains no proper subset which also disconnects the graph. 
